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Dark days for Amap,
FTA membership
waning, and MIFF
survives flash floods
When load shedding threaten to plunge the country into perpetual
days of darkness, Amalgamated Appliances (Amap) hoped to
lighten the load (pun intended) on consumers by selling power
inverters, a move which it believed would also help boost its
rapidly declining revenue. But alas, just as it was poised to empty
its fully stocked warehouses, load shedding came to an abrupt and
unexpected halt and hasn’t resumed since. Now the company has
been forced to write down its inventory and its first-half trading loss
has ballooned even further. Read more on page 4.
That the household goods retail sector is currently in recession
is reflected in the waning membership of the Furniture Traders
Association, a body which has represented the interests of the retail
consumer furniture industry since 1931. National president Bruce
Sinclair outlines the underlying reasons for the decline and explains
what the FTA intends doing to remedy the situation on page 5.
This year’s Malaysian International Furniture Fair (MIFF 09) will
be remembered less for the quality furniture it is renowned for
showcasing, and more for the flash floods which severely damaged
two exhibition halls. Stands and booths were covered in muddy
sludge deposits, dirty flood waters ripped up and exposed wiring
and carpeting and furniture were totally destroyed. Despite the
damage, management pulled off a rescue act of monumental
proportions and normal business was able to resume the following
day. Read more on page 15.
From solar lighting solutions, navigational devices to the latest
outdoor furniture range, our Product Showcase section has it all
and more between pages 22-28.
Confused by the latest TV terminology being bandied around?
Technology Focus explains how to make sense of high-definition TV
alphabet soup on page 29.
Finally, see which faces are in the news on
the Gallery page and catch up on upcoming
events by reading the Diary.
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Newsline

online advertising
now offered by HGR

As South Africa’s only independent retail
publication for the furniture, appliances
and consumer electronics industries HGR
is the perfect advertising medium for
suppliers seeking to communicate with
existing and potential retailers of their
products and services. The good news is
that suppliers can now advertise these
wares online, using HGR’s website –
www.hgr.co.za.
Last year online advertising in South
Africa grew at the fastest rate of all
countries in the English-language world,
according to a study conducted by World
Wide Worx and the Online Publishers
Association, and is likely to repeat this
performance in 2009. The study’s findings
showed a 32 per cent growth in online
advertising in 2008, after an equally
positive 27 per cent growth in 2007.

Actual online advertising spend in 2008
was up to R319 million, from R240 million
the previous year. “This robust growth is
indicative of growing confidence in the
online medium,” the report states.
The benefits of online advertising are
numerous, not least of which is that it
remains one of the least expensive routes
available for companies to market their
products and services. Small wonder that
it has become one of the most powerful
and interactive advertising mediums
available today.
This, together with the fact that the
HGR website is rapidly becoming an
indispensable source of information for
readers, borne out by the increasingly
high number of unique visitors to the
site, is a clear indication that online
advertising provides a not-to-be-missed

opportunity for suppliers to build their
brand and engage even further with
their retailers.
HGR has redesigned its website to
accommodate banner, button and text
link ads. The rates offered will enable
suppliers to launch a highly effective
online marketing campaign for only a few
thousand rand – a price that won’t even
cover the development of most offline
advertisements.
The astute marketer knows that
a recession is not the time to cut
advertising budgets, but rather to use
these funds to maintain brand awareness,
which can be turned into increased
market share when the economy
improves. Why not take advantage of
this opportunity and launch your online
advertising campaign with HGR today.

Advertise online with HGR
WEBSITE ADVERTISEMENTS:

Size in pixels (w × h) Per month

6 months

1 year

Animated Banner Ad (Logo + moving text & pics + web link)

468 × 120

850

4 900

9 200

Banner Ad (Logo + text + pictures + web link)

468 × 120

747

4 200

8 000

Skyscraper

120 × 600

497

2 750

5 250

Button Ad (Logo + web link)

120 × 90

N/A

2 200

4 000

N/A

N/A

900

1 670

Text Link (Text only + web link)
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Amap losses increase as gamble
fails to pay off
It wasn’t load shedding that dragged
Amalgamated Appliances’ (Amap) interim
results to December 2008 into the red, but
the lack thereof.
Following an ongoing bout of power
cuts that plagued the country for months,
and looked set to continue for several
years, the group took a calculated risk
to stock up on power inverters earlier in
the year, but the gamble backfired when
normal electricity supply resumed.
Unable to sell its stock, Amap was
forced to write down its inventory by
R75 million. This, together with poor sales
over the Christmas period and a decision
to reduce television and audio stocks
owing to reduced demand, resulted in the
company’s revenue falling by 33 per cent
to R612 million and its first-half loss ballooned from R14 million to R50.5 million.
On the upside, the group generated
cash from operations of R71.4 million,
driven by targeted restructuring initiatives
and improved debtor and inventory
management, which resulted in net cash
on hand of R42.7 million. Additionally,
the Russell Hobbs brand has continued
to increase its market share and CEO
Alan Coward says the strategy of having
a bouquet of offerings through Salton,
Pineware and George Foreman was

Alan Coward – “Trading conditions will not improve in the short term.”
successful, with revenue from these goods
increasing, compared to the previous
period.
“Our decision at the beginning of
2008 to rationalise and restructure the
organisation is proving to be beneficial,”
Coward continues. “From 1 December
2008 all trading now takes place through
one company, namely Tedelex Trading,
and the benefits of this reorganisation
will be derived in the second half of the
current financial year.”
Amap has also entered into exploratory
discussions for the sale of its Atlantis
manufacturing operation, and has reached
an agreement on the sales of the Atlantis

Massive drop in retail credit applications
Enquiries to credit bureaux have declined
by almost one third since the worldwide
financial meltdown.
Consumer Profile Bureau managing
director Fred Steffers says his company
is down to 2005 levels in terms of
the number of enquiries lodged by
retailers checking on the credit status
of prospective buyers. “As far as I
can determine it is an industry-wide
phenomenon, which is a clear indication
that the economy is not just slowing
down but actually shrinking.”
A major problem that is contributing
to the slowdown is the fact that most
South Africans are deeply in debt already
and simply cannot afford additional debt.
The National Credit Regulator’s quarterly
report on credit bureau statistics found
that most consumers had an average of
4
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three store cards in addition to their credit
cards. The survey, conducted among
11 registered credit bureaux, found that
credit cards were responsible for much of
the debt burden.
National Credit Regulator COO Nomsa
Motshegare says: “Credit cards were
heavily marketed before the National
Credit Act was implemented because
there was little regulation.”
According to the report, out of the
17.53 million credit-active consumers,
59.5 per cent had good credit records
in the third quarter of last year. This was
a decrease from 60.4 per cent in the
second quarter.
Econometrix economist Tony Twine
says debts have become harder to pay,
“especially with the increase in interest
rates since June 2006 till June 2008”. He

manufacturing property. “The sale of the
property will generate a significant cash
inflow and further reduce our working
capital requirements,” says Coward.
“The economic climate suggests that
trading conditions will not improve in the
short term,” he adds. “Consequently, we
will remain focused on cost reductions,
cash management and maintaining our
relatively ungeared balance sheet.
“We believe that by continuing to
focus and invest in our brands, as well
as delivering superior service to our
customers, Amap will be well placed to
face challenges and return to profitability
in the near future.”

agrees that without the NCA there would
have been an increase in unwise lending.
Continuous increases in fuel, food and
prices of other consumables have left
consumers broke and now unable to pay
their debts.
In 2008, retail sales in general registered
their first fall in nine years as consumers
reeled from the effects of high food and
fuel prices and increased debt-servicing
costs following a cumulative 350
basis-point increase in interest rates since
June 2006.
Interestingly, the number of people
listed for bad debt has declined.
“There has also been a reduction in the
percentage of adverse listings (consumers
who pay their debt late instead of paying
it on time and regularly) and judgments
because people can now approach credit
providers or banks to negotiate their
payments,” says Motshegare.
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The Furniture Traders Association is at a crossroads, says national
president Bruce Sinclair and time will tell whether the association
will continue to operate as it is or become part of a wider
representative body that includes all retailers.
Speaking at the FTA’s 65th annual general meeting, Sinclair says
the association’s members are not only facing tighter liquidity in
the local market owing to the global economic crisis, but also the
possibility of some disruption to supply chains as certain weaker
suppliers may disappear.
“There is absolutely no doubt that the household goods retail
sector has been in recession for some time,” he declares. “Perhaps
not as bad as the motor retail sector, but last year’s high fuel
prices, higher inflation, over-indebtedness of consumers and
the high level of interest rates combined to reduce consumer
spending and make trading conditions in our sector extremely
tough. These concerns have led to some members cancelling
their membership in the past year, although this has actually
been a long term trend.”
Indeed, Sinclair reports that FTA membership has declined
significantly from 177 members in November 2000 to 98 in March
2009, which he attributes to cost reduction initiatives within
businesses, combined with some members questioning the
relevance of the FTA.
“Additionally, the composition of the national council of
the FTA has weakened in recent years,” he continues. “In earlier
days, the CEOs of most, if not all the national chains and
independent retailers were represented on the national council.
Today, unfortunately, this is not the case. Contrast this with the
Banking Association, where the CEOs of all of the major banks are
members of the council.”
Sinclair points out that some of the FTA’s issues may be
resolved by the requirements of the Consumer Protection Bill,
where industry representative bodies will be required, but he also
believes that to restore its relevance, the FTA needs to consider
beefing up its resources and becoming more proactive.
“The FTA has always played a very significant role on behalf of
the industry in liaising with a wide range of statutory and nonstatutory bodies, including the Department of Trade & Industry,
National Credit Regulator, National Credit Industry Steering Committee, SA Bureau of Standards, BUSA, Nedlac, SACOB, W&R Seta
and the Advertising Standards Authority of SA.
“A lot of work happens behind the scenes and perhaps our
members are unaware of the efforts conducted by the FTA on
their behalf. Effective communication of these interactions
should be communicated to them.”
Sinclair says the national council has appointed a subcommittee to re-examine the services offered by the FTA and
benefits for members, and develop an effective communication
strategy for existing and potential members.
“The National Council awaits the recommendations of this
sub-committee,” he concludes.
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The newly appointed national council of the FTA consists of (left)
senior vice-president Joe Berinato (Ital Video & Audio Services),
Marius Willemse (Nictus Meubileerders), national president
Bruce Sinclair (Ellerine Holdings), treasurer Tertius Basson
(Tafelberg Furniture), Johan Claassen (JDG Financial Services) and
vice‑president Renier Krige (JDG Trading).

Among the guests attending the AGM and luncheon were (left) Mike
Newell (Furnex) and Derek Kirsch (honorary life president, retired).

Executive general manager Dick
Behrens welcomes guests to the
annual FTA luncheon.

Bruce Sinclair – “The FTA
needs to beef up its resources
and become more proactive.”
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LG Electronics looks to

developing world for growth
Africa and continued R&D
cited as strategies to capture
a market in downturn.
Massive growth in electrification in South
Africa and Africa is making the continent
a prime target for companies seeking to
weather the global financial downturn,
declares LG Electronics CEO Yong Nam.
Addressing the company’s South
African and African business partners Nam
says the increase in electrification matches
a desire by people living on the continent
for products that make their lives easier
and connect them to the rest of the world.
“South Africa was one of the earliest
and remains the fastest growing market
for mobile phones and technology. This
was largely because mobile phones were
portable and assisted in overcoming
mobility infrastructure limitations in South
Africa. But now South Africa’s infrastructure is catching up and more people are
demanding our other consumer electronic
products. This makes South Africa and Africa one of the most important territories
for LG Electronics in 2009.”
LG Electronics sees South Africa as
an important hub for its expansion into
sub‑Saharan Africa. “Of course, South
Africa and Africa are not isolated from the
economic recession but this market has
the biggest potential to grow,” says Nam.
“In this region we aim to achieve more
than 20 per cent of sales growth in 2009.
The Middle East and Africa region remains
one of LG Electronics’ top international
markets with sales of US$ 3.9 billion in
2008 – 22 per cent higher than in 2007.”
The company has intensified its
efforts to increase market share despite
the volatile economic situation. “Every
company – not just LG –has been affected
negatively by the economic downturn,”
says Nam, who was behind the turnaround
of LG Telecom during the Asian financial
crisis of 1997. “LG Electronics will be
intensifying its efforts to increase market
share despite the economic situation.”
To achieve this, LG underwent a
6
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Nam Yong –
“South Africa is an important hub for LG’s
expansion into sub‑Saharan Africa.

Peet van Rooyen – “LG will continue to
research, develop and supply Africa with
products that consumers want.”

reorganisation at the beginning of 2009
to increase its focus on business solutions.
The restructure maximises the growth
potential in existing businesses while at
the same time allows for the development
of new ones. “These changes will help LG
to expand its value chain from standalone
hardware to commercial solutions,
providing longer‑term growth potential,
profitability and partnerships, which
will elevate the LG brand, but not at the
expense of innovation,” Nam explains.
Included among the innovations that
LG plans to bring to the market are smart
HDTV technologies (including beautifully
designed wireless models that deliver
stunning picture quality), continued
advancements in LCD TV picture quality
with LED backlighting and TruMotion
240 Hz technology, LCD HDTVs with the
world’s lowest energy consumption, and
an expanded line‑up of network Blu‑ray
disc players and Blu‑ray‑based home
theatre systems.
Nam confirms that the company
will not reduce – indeed, could even
increase – its investment in R&D,
marketing, branding and design. LG
Electronics will continue to invest in future
growth engines such as solar power,
commercial air conditioners and business
(B2B) solutions, all sectors LG expects
will expand and become increasingly

profitable once the economy is back
on track.
Globally, LG is targeting a reduction
in expenses of three trillion Korean
Won (KRW) in 2009 (US$1.9 billion). This
companywide initiative, which includes
headquarters and all 82 subsidiaries
around the world, also applies to
manufacturing and indirect costs.
LG has been working to further
improve its procurement system, which
includes everything from raw materials to
investment in facilities, financial services
and recruitment. Its efforts to improve its
cash flow have already resulted in reduced
inventory, increased liquidity, optimised
supply chain management and a more
consolidated and efficient purchasing
process overall.
“These initiatives will enable LG to
improve both growth and profitability
over the long term, regardless of the
economic climate,” says Nam. “Becoming
a stronger global brand will be a natural
outcome of this effort.”
LG Electronics South Africa managing
director Peet van Rooyen, the first
non‑Korean head globally of an LG
Electronics subsidiary company says: “LG
Electronics is set to capitalise on the South
African and African market in this time of
financial strain and efforts are underway

page 10 ►
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First African Tempur store
opens in Johannesburg
International company Tempur, which has
been growing its brand in South Africa
for the last five years, has opened its first
exclusive retail store at the Design Quarter
mall in Fourways.
Pharmaline CEO Danny Bar-Avraham
says Design Quarter was chosen as the
location for the first African store because
it is viewed by consumers as a destination
that offers home goods that are unique
and special. “We felt that Tempur would be
in its element at Design Quarter.”
“Because Tempur has such a large range
of products, listing over 300 items, no
retailer could carry the whole range so
the Tempur store was conceptualised to
carry and offer much more of the range,”
he continues. “Additionally, the Tempur
stores are designed for the consumer to
experience and acquire the full knowledge
of the Tempur brand and benefits.”
First introduced through the health

and wellness industry as a means of
preventing pressure sores and alleviate
back problems, Tempur promotes an
integrated concept of sleep, health and
active relaxation. The high-tech comfort
material from which Tempur mattresses
and pillows are made was originally
developed by NASA for the US Space
Programme to relieve the pressure
build-up from G-forces experienced by
astronauts.
”Tempur does not merely offer a
luxurious and stylish bed on which to
sleep,” says Avraham. “We upgrade sleep
quality by providing a bed that improves
circulation, gives support and provides
pressure relief over the entire surface area
of the body, helping regain energy and
vitality.
“The Tempur mattress allows the body
to rest in its natural position, giving a
feeling of weightlessness as the high-tech

Tempur has opened its first exclusive
retail store in Africa at Design Quarter
in Johannesburg.
comfort material softens and moulds itself
to the exact contours of the body.”
“The mattress absorbs motion thereby
ensuring that people sleeping next to
each other are supported individually and
do not feel each other’s movements. The
pillows offer maximum support to the
neck and shoulder area, helping to relieve
pain and discomfort.”
Avraham says Tempur mattresses
and pillows are made to strict hygiene
standards with a cover that can be easily
removed for cleaning or airing. “The high
density and permanent memory of the
material allows it to return to its original
shape every time it is depressed, which is
why the Tempur mattress never needs to
be flipped, rotated or turned.”
Home Goods Retailer – April 2009
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Ellerine Holdings moving to new premises
A spanking new corporate headquarters
for Ellerine Holdings is rapidly taking
shape in Katherine Street, Wendywood.
The two-building complex occupies
prime space on Charles Crescent and
is ideally placed to ensure maximum
exposure for the company that houses
furniture retail brands Ellerines, Beares,
Furniture City, Geen and Richards,
Dial-a-Bed and Wetherlys.
Covering 9 500m2 floor space, the
building will house all 600 employees
previously situated at the company’s
three head offices in Bedfordview, Ellis
Park and Durban. The consolidation will
bring the company’s management and
operational structures closer together and
reduce costs.
The move is taking place in stages,
as the new buildings are completed

◄

page 6 | LG DEVELOPING
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to improve standards to global levels.
These improvements, which include the
HR system, reorganisation of business
portfolios and focus on customer-centric
processes mean that LG will continue to
research, develop and supply Africa with
products that consumers want, backed by
our brand.
“An added benefit of purchasing LG
10
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Toni Fourie – in front of the new Ellerines
building in Wendywood.

to ensure minimal disruption. The first
building, into which the staff from
the Gillooly’s head office have already
moved, has been refurbished. In line
with the modern approach to business
the company has embarked upon, the
traditional offices of old have given way
to open-plan efficiency and the interior
design manifests the vibrant, open and
energetic feel of the new-look company.
Work on the second building began in
August 2008 with an expected completion
date of July 2009.
Ellerines is also committed to
preserving the environment through
various initiatives that are being
introduced at the new premises. An
indigenous garden, in which no invader
plants will be permitted, will ensure
minimal water requirements. All irrigation

will be done through an extensive natural
underground water flow.
Power-saving practices will also be
the order of the day, with the company
looking into solar energy use as one of
its primary sources of power, along with
natural ventilation, minimising the need
for electrically powered air-conditioners.
“Ellerine Holdings has undergone
many changes over the past year since
its merger with African Bank Investments
Limited,” says CEO Toni Fourie. “The relocation of our staff into a single head office
will unify and strengthen the company,
ensuring greater cohesion, which will assist in re-affirming our role as the market
leader in the retail furniture industry.”

is that products, through a long process
of research and development, are more
energy efficient and friendlier to the
environment,” he continues. “LG remains
the only air conditioning manufacturer to
have achieved an SABS rating for energy
efficiency, while products like the LG
Scarlet use up to 69 per cent less energy
than comparable televisions. The LG
steam washer uses less water as a result

of its steam technology and LG fridges
keep food fresher for longer. These are all
very important factors to South Africans
where natural resources and the beauty
of our country are key to tourism and
development.
“We see the global crisis as an opportunity for us to differentiate ourselves as we
innovate and strengthen customer service
to build sustainability.”
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Consumers declare Unilever the winner
Consumers have crowned Unilever king in
nine of the 13 categories in South Africa’s
first staging of the globally prestigious
Product of the Year awards. Sunlight 2-in-1
washing powder was among the products
that emerged the clear favourite.
“This is a clear demonstration of
Unilever’s continued sensitivity to the
complex and demanding consumer
market and its ability to appeal to a
remarkably broad spectrum of consumers,”
says Unilever chairman Gail Klintworth.
“We have always acted on the firm
conviction that consumers will tell you
exactly what they want and all our
products are developed and designed
to meet those specific requirements.
Our products work and do what they
promise. We pride ourselves on enhancing
their quality and adding vitality to our
consumers’ lives.”
Unilever’s winning products are all
already firmly entrenched in consumer
favour, but have been improved and
tweaked in response to intensive and

ongoing research to ensure that changing
consumer needs are met to the fullest.
“Technology, scientific developments
and even the appeal of design and
packaging are under constant scrutiny,”
Klintworth continues. “Quality, innovation,
appropriateness, value, attractiveness
and effectiveness are all factors which
elevate our products in consumer opinion
and generate such wide acclaim. The
results of the extensive consumer survey
undertaken by Nielsen for the Products of
the Year awards demonstrate our genuine
commitment to meeting our consumers’
needs.”
South Africa now joins the impressive
line-up of countries which stage the event
annually.
“The industry awaits the awards with
great eagerness,” says Product of the
Year South Africa managing director
Preetesh Sewraj. “Retailers, suppliers and
manufacturers consider this the king
of surveys for its in-depth canvassing.
There is no more accurate barometer of

Unilever’s Frank Haresnape (laundry
marketing director), Kerry Cuppusamy
(assistant brand manager), Bevan Lynch
(assistant brand manager) and Yasmin
Kathoria (brand manager) proudly hold
boxes of the winning Product of the Year,
Sunlight 2-in-1 washing power.
consumer reaction to products. For the
past 25 years, the event has promoted
excellence, value and continued
innovation in the industry. Manufacturers
vie strongly for the privilege of using the
Product of the Year mark on their goods.
By purchasing such items, consumers
have the solid assurance of quality and
reliability as well as value for money.”

Creating staff satisfaction against the tide
of a sluggish economy

Eugene Beukes –
keeping employees happy.
In the face of predictions by trade analysts
that a total of 310 000 people will lose
their jobs in 2009, the picture is not
universally somber in South Africa. At
least one leading furniture retailer, Geen &
Richards, a member of the Ellerines group,
has restructured its brand to ensure it
remains attractive not only to its customer

base, but also to its staff. Indeed, the
retailer has retained most of its staff in a
climate in which many others are having
to shed their workforce, and is still offering
lucrative career opportunities.
Employees of Geen & Richards enjoy
the best working conditions in the
industry because of the company’s
set standards for staff recruitment.
“The incentive schemes and voluntary
benefits offered at Geen & Richards,
outperforms that of our opposition,” says
Geen & Richards managing executive
Eugene Beukes.
The retailer not only offers mandatory
benefits such as pension and insurance,
but also extra incentives that include
food services, transportation programmes
and education expense support.
Beukes adds:”Superior staff treatment
forms the basis for positive outcomes and
is also a desired attribute in the working
environment.”
Working in a pleasant environment
with supportive colleagues in a company

with a high-class status and numerous
benefits seems far-fetched, but not for
employees of Geen & Richards. They
strive to offer excellent service owing to
the balance created between the need
for high, productive performance and
staff benefits.
“There is also a very good balance
between management and staff which
helps every person perform to their
highest ability without obstacles,” says
national sales manager Roslyn Bailey.
This prestigious company is in line
with the highest world-class trends
and style requirements which make
employees proud to be part of such a
successful enterprise.
Geen & Richards counts the crème
de la crème of the market amongst
its customers. The brand has featured
in the top three spots in the designer
store category of KwaZulu-Natal
for the past three years, beating
many foreign high-ranking local and
independent brands.
Home Goods Retailer – April 2009
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Retailers face gloomy 2009

CEA Recruitment
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS & APPLIANCES
We invite candidates interested in the
positions listed below or looking for a career move
to submit their CV in condence.

MARKETING MANAGERS, PRODUCT/
BRAND MANAGERS, MARKETING CO-ORDINATORS
•

Diploma/degree in marketing

•

Must have relevant proven experience

•

Understanding of marketing, advertising and
media related functions

•

Candidates must be articulate, analytical and have
strong presentation skills

•

Consumer electronics industry experience an
advantage

SALES MANAGERS, REGIONAL MANAGERS,
KEY ACCOUNTS, SALES REPRESENTATIVES
•

Relevant sales and marketing
experience/qualication

•

Successful sales background

•

Customer orientated

•

Industry experience an advantage

•

Strong negotiation and communication skills

•

Must be able to identify new business
opportunities and expand on customer base

•

Product knowledge training

•

Good administration, planning and
organisational skills

•

Computer literacy (MS Ofce, email and Internet)

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
PA’s / Secretaries
Ofce/Sales Administrators
Credit Controllers
Debtors Clerks
Shipping Clerks
Warehouse/Stock Controllers

Virtually no sales growth is anticipated for 2009 in the retail
sector, according to the latest retail trades sales report compiled
by the Bureau of Market Research at the University of South
Africa (UNISA).
High inflation rates, together with the anticipated slowdown
in household consumption expenditure, will largely inhibit retails
sales growth in 2009.
The report states that growth in sales of durable retail goods
(jewellery, audio and household furniture) are expected to
remain low at an average of 0.8 per cent in 2009. Sales growth
prospects for non-durable product retail sales (beverages and
non-edible goods) seem promising, though still at low levels.

DVD format still preferred
over Blu‑ray
Even though Blu-Ray has won the war of the next-generation
optical storage formats, the standard definition DVD format isn’t
likely to die a sudden death anytime soon.
“That’s because Blu-Ray is still a new technology and it doesn’t
yet have sufficient enough market penetration to compete
effectively with its predecessor on the price front,” says Ingram
Micro South Africa’s Hilton Haefele. “With a price tag that can
easily be as high as 20 times that of a standard definition DVD
drive, staying with the legacy format is a no brainer for now, so
we are still investing heavily in stocking DVD-drives.
Haefele admits that Blu-Ray is likely to see good uptake in the
consumer sector, but says this will only really result from home
users’ need to be on the cutting edge when it comes to video.
“Furthermore, until there’s an abundance of Blu-Ray titles
available, that need won’t be all that strong. It will take at least
two years for us to reach this stage in Blu-Ray’s lifecycle. Until
then, DVD will remain the market standard and in our opinion,
the format that resellers should continue to recommend.”

Jet Springbok gets a makeover
Demonstrating Jet’s commitment to delivering convenience as
well as low prices, an exciting revamped Jet Mart has opened
its doors in Springbok in the Northern Cape. The 1 950m2 store’s
product lines include a full range of TV’s, hi-fi, appliances, home,
kitchenware and DIY products.
The trendy new Jet Springbok is situated at the corner of
Hospital and Van Der Stel Streets, where customers are welcomed
by store manager Austin Hans and his team.

Enquiries:
Cherry Swanson
Cell: 082 780 7976
Tel: (011) 463 1177, Fax: 086 501 5059
e-mail: cearecruit@mweb.co.za
PO Box 71876 Bryanston 2021
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Consumer confidence

increases during Q1

The FNB/BER consumer confidence index
(CCI) increased by five index points from
–4 during the fourth quarter in 2008 to +1
during this year’s first quarter. A reading
of +1 indicates that there are currently
slightly more optimists than pessimists.
The 1Q2009 increase follows on the
sharp fall of 2008, when the FNB/BER CCI
plummeted from +22 during 4Q2007
to –4 during 4Q2008. “The FNB/BER CCI
fell only once before by such a large
magnitude over a short time span –
during 1984-85,” says First National Bank
chief economist Cees Bruggemans.
The global economy has deteriorated
further since the previous survey was
conducted during November 2008.
Economic growth contracted sharply in
many countries, millions of people were
laid off, some countries experienced bank
crises and share prices tumbled further.
Consumers in many parts of the world
are gripped by fear. The global economy
is heading for its biggest contraction
since the Second World War. Consumer

confidence has dropped to record lows in
the USA. In light of these developments,
the increase in the FNB/BER CCI bucks the
US trend.
A number of developments supported
consumer confidence in South Africa
during the survey period (the fieldwork
for the survey was done between 11 and
25 February and the results processed
on 16 March 2009) and partly explain the
increase in consumer confidence. The
positive developments include:
• the 150 basis point interest rate cut
since December and prospects for
further declines (the survey was conducted before a further 100 basis point
cut was announced on 24 March 2009)
• R2.35 drop in the petrol price between
November and February
• the decline in inflation
• a relatively stable rand exchange rate
and
• a confidence boosting and stimulatory
national budget announced on
11 February 2009.

FNB/BER Consumer Confidence
(downturns are shaded)
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The budget was positive for households,
which will benefit indirectly, as the fiscal
stimulus partly counters the slump in economic activity. The budget also included
a number of measures to increase the
disposable income of households directly,
such as the additional R13 billion set aside
for social grants and the R4.1 billion for
the expanded public works programme.
Furthermore, the personal income tax
scales were adjusted to fully compensate
for inflation. However, the increase in the
fuel levy will partly offset the benefit of
the tax rate adjustment.
The FNB/BER CCI is based on three
questions – the expected performance
of the economy, the expected financial
situation of households and the rating of
the appropriateness of the present time
to buy durable goods (such as furniture,
appliances, electronic equipment and
motor vehicles).
During 1Q2009 the net percentage
of consumers rating the present as an
inappropriate time to buy durable goods
remained more or less unchanged relative
to 4Q2008 (the index changed from –16
to –15). However, the net percentage
expecting their own finances and the
economy to improve during the next 12
months increased. The own finances subindex increased from +9 to +15 and the
economic performance sub-index from –5
to +4.
Says Bruggemans: “The reason why the
own finances sub-index increased during
1Q2009 is probably because the positive
impact of the interest rate cuts, lower
petrol price and national budget fully
countered the adverse impact of the job
losses and fall in house prices.”
Possible reasons why consumers continued to rate the present as an inappropriate time to buy durable goods are their
high debt burdens, increased difficulty in
obtaining credit, a stock effect and the
decline in residential building activity.
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HOME

PRODUCTS

ABOUT US

CONTACT US

Website design
Basic site: R2500 + VAT
4 website pages maximum
(including Feedback Form)
500 words per page
2 images per page
R150 per page for additional pages

Complex site: R6600 + VAT
4–10 pages
(including Feedback Form)
1000 words per page
4 images per page
R200 per page for additional pages

Includes professional writing and
editing services, 3 design layouts from
which to choose.

Includes professional writing and
editing services, 3 design layouts from
which to choose.

Website maintenance:
Hourly: R250 + VAT per hour
Monthly packages are available at
reduced cost.
Flash design:
Quote per project.
Website hosting not offered
Database development not offered

For all your website design requirements contact Frances @ HGR 011 447 9326
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Best of world furniture

showcased at
MIFF 2009

Since its inception 15 years ago, MIFF has strived
to present the best furniture fair in Southeast
Asia with a focus on exploring and expanding
into new markets every year. A pioneer show of
its kind, MIFF is renowned as a one-stop buying
centre offering furniture with uncompromising
quality and uniqueness that has succeeded in
attracting genuine and relevant buyers annually.
The show is not only recognized globally as a
furniture export vehicle for the region, it also
offers itself as a gateway for international
players to penetrate the regional market.

It was truly an eventful Malaysian International
Furniture Fair 2009 (MIFF 09), but for reasons which
the organisers and affected exhibitors would
certainly rather forget. On the first day of the show,
the heavens opened and relentless rain drenched
the city for three hours. Unsurprisingly, this caused
flash flooding, the river coursing through the show
grounds overflowed its banks, and flood waters
swept away numerous parked cars and poured
into two of the lower lying exhibition halls. Not
unnaturally, exhibitors occupying those halls and
the organisers were utterly devastated. Stands and
booths were covered in muddy sludge deposits,
dirty flood waters had ripped up and exposed the
wiring and totally destroyed carpeting and furniture.
But Malaysia, as any visitor will testify, is a ‘can
do’ country, and MIFF’s remarkable and resourceful
managing director Dato Tan Chin Huat pulled off
a rescue act of monumental proportions. With
formidable energy, 250 workers were recruited
and laboured through the night. By two o’clock
the following afternoon and with a downtime of
only three-and-a-half hours, Hall 1 was reopened
to visitors. Sadly, Hall 2 exhibitors were so badly
affected that the decision was made to relocate
page 16 ►
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MIFF
◄

page 15 | MIFF 2009

them to the Matrade Centre (MECC), the second
MIFF exhibition centre in the renamed Hall 2. This
too was miraculously accomplished the same day,
and normal business was resumed. So much for
the drama. What of MIFF itself?
The show has, since its launch 15 years ago,
confidently asserted itself as one of the leading
furniture exhibitions in the Asia‑Pacific region,
attracting growing numbers of visitors from all
over the world, including Australasia, south east
Asia, the Middle East, Europe and America. Even
with the global economy in a tailspin, just fewer
than 500 companies were enticed to exhibit.
These were housed in two centres – the Putra
World Trade Centre (PWTC) and MECC occupying
over 80 000 m2. Nevertheless, a decline in the
number of visitors, was clear evidence that
the well documented squeeze on retail sales
worldwide had had its effect. The total number of
visitors dropped to 12 790, of which 5 602 were
from overseas.
MIFF offers space to manufacturers of sofas
(lounge and fully upholstered items and suites)
dining room suites and sideboards, beds and
bedding and bedroom suites, outdoor furniture,
occasional furniture and office furniture. All
categories were well represented. HGR’s publisher
was once again invited to attend the show, both
as a journalist and importantly as a judge. As the
latter, my job was to act in concert with a panel of
judges drawn from top local professional design
talent and other international journalists from
New Zealand, Canada and Germany. Our brief?
To select those stands which were aesthetically
pleasing, attracted potential buyers, highlighted
products imaginatively and whose products
reflected a high concern for quality.
It was through these deliberations that we
noted that new designs were not prominent this
year. Indeed, speaking to international buyers,
that point of view was reiterated time and again.
However, and this is critically important to all our
manufacturers – those companies which took risks
in terms of design and materials used did better
than the others who preferred to play it safe. A

16
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2009
stark reminder that risk has its own reward, and
as importantly, marketing effectively when the
market is moribund is the way to separate the
successful from the unsuccessful.
Although MIFF seems to enjoy great appeal
amongst European buyers (cost advantages?),
we felt opportunities were being missed. Asian
manufacturers are simply not taking advantage
of their own rich design traditions. Huge
opportunities exist for manufacturers who can
somehow marry authentic Eastern influences to
successful Western designs.
But this would appear to be a reflection of
the global village influencing designs and styles.
More and more we are noticing that similar
contemporary tastes are being manifested in
different markets of the world. Modern, simple,
functional are adjectives that come to mind
when viewing current designs. That and because
rooms in new homes are getting smaller, there is a
definite emphasis on versatility; on furniture that
can double up from being a dining table that fits
into a small place, to an occasional piece that can
be used as a service centre.
Nevertheless, and despite these reservations,
buyers appeared to be generally happy with the
quality of the furniture and the prices. Those
we spoke to were encouraged by the use of
timber and timber veneers and the use too of
solid rubberwood, which seems to be unique to
Malaysian manufacturers.
South African buyers (and manufacturers)
could learn a lot from MIFF and could save
themselves a packet of money by finding
quality and cost‑effective sources in Malaysia.
We noticed many South African manufacturers
and buyers, and by and large, they came with
an open mind and were delighted with what
they discovered. Apart from the furniture, MIFF
is superbly organised with little left to chance.
Every effort is made to look after visitors and
make their visit profitable and an easy, business
friendly experience. Socially too, nothing is spared
to make your visit both relaxed and enjoyable.
Try MIFF 2010, you will not be disappointed.
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Exhibitors launch dazzling new products at

Interiors Birmingham
Interiors Birmingham filled its halls to the brim with the
very latest designs from more than 600 UK and international
exhibitors.
The event hosted many exciting product launches from some
of the industry’s key players, including the latest innovation
from Himolla, Germany’s largest upholstery manufacturer, which
unveiled its new and luxurious Easy Swing chair which provides
the consumer with 360 degrees of relaxation.

be similar themes in the lifestyle markets such as art, fashion and
furnishings. Once companies know how these trends play a focal
part in their business, it is then up to them to decide how trend
driven their collections will be.
The forward-thinking and quintessentially British event returns
next year from 17-20 January 2010.

Trends
Victoria Redshaw – trend forecaster from leading company
Scarlet Opus – used her superior knowledge to pick out the
best designs from the show. By understanding the trends that
will dominate the industry over the coming seasons, suppliers
and retailers can start to align their product offering with the
needs and wants of the consumer. Many events, both political
and social, can change the way consumers react to product
design, reactions that are often linked to the trends of the
fashion industry.
Interiors and fashion often harmonise and as overall trends are
shaped by the culture at large, it stands to reason that there will
Hot new trend – The sideboard is an increasingly desirable piece of
furniture and the use of crystals in this design give ‘subtle glamour’.

Hot new trend – These Art Deco style chairs with curvaceous arms
show a fantastic use of leather with a copper finish and are available
in iridescent colours of red, black and green.
18
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Hot new trend – Curved sofa arms, especially with the curved
lower back edge are an emerging trend, while pink is a very
fashionable colour.
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Buying Groups

IseR forges ahead
After less than a decade,
ISER is now the largest
buying group in South Africa
with more than 250 dealers
countrywide.
Buying power
ISER is a national group of owner-managed stores specialising in household appliances, furniture, audio visual equipment
and digital products. Goods are procured
in bulk through a single channel to ensure
that prices are always competitive.
ISER was formed nine years ago by the
major independent dealers around South
Africa, who combined their considerable
buying power to ensure that the group
was able to secure goods at the best possible prices. The group has more than 250
dealers countrywide, of which more than
70 stores enjoy EXPERT store status and
branding. EXPERT stores pride themselves
on providing the widest range, personal
service, sound advice and the most competitive prices in the market. These EXPERT dealers have co-branded their stores
with EXPERT signage and have committed
their substantial loyalty to ISER.
This means that in addition to providing
service levels unknown at large chain
stores, ISER dealers can offer even more
competitive pricing on a massive range of

consumer goods. As a result, customers
have access to a huge range of the latest
products at prices equal to the best in the
country and great personalised service,

Major brands back ISER
Consumers will find all the major international brands at their local ISER dealer. It is
essential for local distributors of international brands that they market their entire
range of products and especially their
more sophisticated products. They are
not able to do this through the discount
chains which focus on volume lines. For
this reason, the specialist ISER dealers are
vital to the success of the local distributors. Consequently, ISER enjoys fantastic
support from all the major brands. ISER
also recognises that the local distributors
of the leading brands have invested large
amounts of money in a local infrastructure
in order to be able to support their products with service and spare parts. Because
of this ISER in turn prefers to support local
distributors that are able to back their
products fully.

All EXPERT stores also enjoy exposure
on the EXPERT website – www.
expertstores.co.za – and consumers can
call 0860 EXPERT (0860 397378) to obtain
information on their nearest EXPERT store.

Annual trade show – 13 May at
Emperors Palace
This year ISER celebrates its ninth
anniversary and the annual trade show
will be held on Wednesday, 13 May at
Emperors Palace in Kempton Park. More
than 100 suppliers will be exhibiting their
products. Main product categories include
small and large appliances, audio visual
equipment, photographic equipment,
multimedia equipment, furniture,
bedding, musical instruments and more.
Special offers will be available and new
products will be on offer.
ISER extends an invitation to all independent electronic, appliance and furniture retailers to join us for the day. Please
contact Bernine at ISER on 011 483 2173
for an invitation or information.

Marketing matters

ISER thanks suppliers and
dealers

ISER continues with its TV and print
media campaigns, which have been very
effective over the past five years and have
created unbelievable awareness for all
its dealers.

ISER would like to take this opportunity
to thank all its suppliers and dealers for
their support over the years. It is greatly
appreciated.
Visit www.expertstores.co.za
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Talking Points

Let media tracking guide the way to

improved sales
Francesco Mariola, CEO of the Media and Business Tracking
Solution (MBTS) offers sage advice to retailers and marketers
on how to maximise current advertising budgets without
spending more than is absolutely necessary. Ultimately
whatever you spend, be sure to track the results to ensure it’s
working hard.

20
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By all accounts, some months, like over
the festive season for example, sales
outshine others throughout the year. The
question which needs answering is: ‘Are
marketers and retailers buying the extra
sales at a phenomenal cost?’
When I hear sales departments say
that December is a particularly successful month, having sold three times the
normal sales, I cannot help but wonder
at what cost these extra sales have been
achieved? For instance, do marketers
spend eight times the advertising budget
at the end of the year or are these extra
sales purely organic, gleaned from the
‘normal’ allocated budgets?
Marketers should also factor in the
amount of budget wasted over seasonal
periods because of huge clutter, as every
brand fights for extra share of voice to
gain and maintain awareness.
Marketers need to cost these ‘extra
sales’ against actual delivery. During high
spending periods, consumers generally
have a few extra Rand in their pockets and
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are out to spend it, but how many sales
would marketers have generated regardless of the extra spend being incurred?

“These are questions that if a
marketer knew the answers
to and could remedy, could
generate up to 30 per cent
more sales with the same
spend, over the same period”
Do marketers quantify the cost of
acquisition for those extra unit sales?
Also, which part of your media specifically
worked against actual sales, (not ratings)
and which parts didn’t work at all?
Imagine you could differentiate between
those marketing elements that especially
worked very hard and identify those that
didn’t, so you could replace more of what
has worked to eliminate wastage?
These are questions that if a marketer

knew the answers to and could remedy,
could generate up to 30 per cent more
sales with the same spend, over the same
period. Now, how is that for an increase
in profits and market share when things
seem so bleak?
There are often other months that one
overlooks which may actually be delivering a lot more, compared to a fraction of
the spend with improved return on investment. Shouldn’t advertisers be spending a
little more in such months?
Different regions and distribution
channels will deliver differently with each
campaign, specific to the company’s
store footprint, media mix received and
product selection, which further adds to
the confusion.
With an accurate and scientifically
guided tracking system that qualifies all
communication spend against sales down
to area, region, product and category,
businesses can genuinely consider how
successful any result actually was – whether they spent R10 or R1000 trying to sell

Francesco Mariola – making advertising
budgets go further.
the same product. Obviously, the lower
the marketing cost per unit (MCPU), the
better a result.
By scientifically tracking the
effectiveness of all marketing against
actual sales, it is possible to define which
aspect of the business’ media schedule
worked best or not. This is done by
inputting the marketing and media plan
and carefully gauging the resulting sales.
It enables advertisers and their media
agencies to maximise valuable advertising
budget and increase output.
Also, to make budgets go further, marketers need to be guided by an optimum
ratio of budget spend versus actual sales
return. Rearranging budgets and backing
the media and time slots that work best
for your service or product, supported
by sales and transactional data, ensures a
more profitable and successful business
that is yours for the taking.
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Product Showcase

Philips develops

solar powered lighting solutions

Philips has developed three new solar power lighting products
and a wind‑up torch specifically for those without
access to electricity.

Portable lantern
This sleek looking
lantern provides
bright white light
where it is wanted,
when it is wanted. Compact fluorescent
(CFL) and LED light sources provide
either a wash of light – equivalent to
250 candles – or a spot/torch beam,
as required. A detachable cover helps
The Philips
point the light where it is wanted, while
portable lantern.
two settable lighting levels make best
use of the battery with varying ambient light levels. The portable
lantern is powered by a solar panel and built‑in battery pack, and
lasts up to four hours after a single day’s charge. Despite being
lightweight, it is very strong and easily takes all the knocks that
result from portability. It will be available by mid 2009.

Home/small business lighting system
This complete home solar lighting kit has been designed to
provide low‑cost yet highly efficient bright light for homes and
small businesses. The central solar panel‑charged battery pack
powers multiple LED lights which can be suspended around a
building. A full day’s charging in the sun will provide enough
light for a whole evening. The illuminance achieved is 250
lumens – equivalent to 250 candles/light, and the kit can be
expanded to provide more lights if required. This product is
expected to be available by autumn 2009.

The home solar lighting kit
provides low-cost bright light for homes and small businesses.

Dynamo multi‑LED self‑powered flashlight
The wind‑up Dynamo multi‑LED torch contains a dynamo which,
when wound for two minutes by hand, will charge a battery to
provide 17 minutes of light. Each flashlight uses the latest LED
technology to provide a very bright white light and an extremely
long life. A shock‑resistant outer cover is provided to extend life
even further. The Dynamo multi‑LED torch is available now.
My Reading Light enables users to read and write in the dark.

My Reading Light
This lightweight solar‑powered reading light with built‑in
rechargeable battery allows users to read and write in the dark.
Good, evenly distributed light is provided by LED light sources in
conjunction with a special patented anti‑scratch coated perspex
sheet placed on the page, to make night time reading very easy
on the. The advanced 270mAh lithium‑polymer battery provides
light for 3.5 to nine hours, depending on brightness (there is a
choice of high, middle and low dimming settings). The battery
can be charged more than 500 times, thus providing a long life.
My Reading Light, along with a low‑cost version, which is current
in development, are expected to be available from autumn 2009.
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The Dynamo flashlight contains a wind‑up dynamo that charges a
battery to provide 17 minutes of light.
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World’s slimmest
Tv panel included
in lG 2009 line
Stylish form meets function in
LG Electronics’ New Scarlet LCD TV.
Drawing on its new design philosophy,
“Advanced Technologies, Beautifully
Hidden”, LG Electronics’ new range of
TVs has four major technologies as its
cornerstones – Bluetooth, Smart energy
saving, invisible speakers and USB 2.0.
“Our core technologies add an extraordinary level of value to LG HDTVs, making
the transition to HDTV for the consumer
as simple as possible,” says LG Electronics
South Africa marketing director Michelle
Potgieter. “ Consumers are looking for
HDTVs that not only look beautiful, but are
also easy to set up and adjust.”
LG’s four core technologies offer the
HDTV-user easy calibration options that
personalise video and audio to sample the
type of content and viewing environment:
• Bluetooth – the built-in Bluetooth
allows the benefits of playing music
and photos on the screens via a
cellular phone. The TV can also be
listened to via a Bluetooth headset.
• Smart energy saving – this senses
colour temperature and illumination
of the surroundings. The intelligent
sensor, which uses up to 69.5 per cent
less energy, optimises the picture
by adjusting key elements such as
brightness, contrast, colour, sharpness,
white balance and the intensity of the
back light.
• Invisible speakers – custom-tuned
by audio expert Mark Levinson, this
unique system provides a clean,

polished look and an enhanced
auditory experience by increasing the
“sweet spot” and providing a wider
sound field.
• USB 2.0 – found on the left side of the
screens this offers faster and easier
access to multimedia with a transfer
speed of 480Mb per second, thereby
allowing the benefits of watching DivX
movies and playing music and photos
on the screens. The hot plug system
also allows users to disconnect any
device, even while the TV is turned on.
These core technologies, together with
other innovations and improvements and
advancements, come standard with LG’s
new range of HDTV’s, which include:
• LG 42LH20 – in addition to HD
resolution, invisible speakers, clear
voice II and AV mode II, the LG
42LH20R features two HDMI inputs
and smart energy saving.
• LG 42LH50 – Full HD resolution 1080p,
smart energy saving, TruMotion
200Hz, 1Ms response time GtoG,
USB 2.0, invisible speakers, clear voice,
AV Mode II and 3×HDMI inputs.
• LG 42LH70 – at a depth of only
39.7mm, the New Scarlet is the world’s
slimmest LCD design and features, full
HD 1080p resolution, smart energy
saving, ISF calibration, Trumotion
100Hz, AV mode, clear voice II, USB 2.0,
invisible speakers, and 4×HDMI inputs.

•

•

•

•

•

LG 42LG80 – The LG 42LG80 comes
standard with full 1080p HD resolution,
3.1 surround sound, side suto sliding
speakers as well as a rear woofer,
a total of 50 Watts sound output,
AV mode, clear voice II, USB 2.0 and
2×HDMI inputs.
LG 42PQ30 – a 100 000 panel life span,
corresponding 600Hz, fast response
time of 0.001ms, USB input (which
allows music, photos and DivX movie
to be played back on the screen),
invisible speaker, smart energy saving
and 3×HDMI inputs.
LG 42PQ60 – a new single-layer design,
HD resolution, corresponding 600Hz,
fast response time of 0.001Ms, USB 2.0,
Dual XD engine, AV mode, clear voice II
and 3×HDMI inputs.
LG 42PQ70 – a new single-layer
design, HD ready resolution, 600Hz
corresponding, fast response time
of 0.001ms, Bluetooth, USB 2.0,
super bright panel, invisible speaker,
AV mode, smart energy saving,
clear voice II and a life span of
100 000 hours.
LG 50PQ60 – a new single layer
design, HD ready resolution, 600Hz
corresponding, fast response time of
0.001ms, USB 2.0, super bright panel,
smart energy saving, invisible speaker,
AV Mode, clear voice II and a life span
of 100 000 hours.
Home Goods Retailer – April 2009
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LG‑KC550 ready to captur
The LG-KC550 handset from LG Electronics
comes with a five-megapixel digital
camera capable of capturing professional
quality photos.
Dedicated keys allow users to access
the most frequently used camera
functions with just one click. Low light
conditions are no problem as the camera
function keys are illuminated and the
power LED flash is strong enough to
brighten darkened subjects.
The five-megapixel imaging sensor and
the Schneider-Kreuznach certified lens
of the LG-KC550 can produce ultra-fine
enlargements in high resolution. The
camera’s sensitivity can be set up to
ISO 800, while the image stabiliser buffers
unsteady hands for clear, crisp images.
The spacious 2.4-inch wide LCD screen
makes reviewing photos easier, with
the Auto Image Rotation displaying
the photo vertically or horizontally for
proper viewing.

e the ac tion

With the 30fps video encoding/
decoding at D1(720×480) resolution,
users can also view DVD-quality movies
and downloads on the wide screen.
For an even bigger picture, the Full
TV-out function allows photos, games,
documents and videos to be viewed on
the television screen.
To provide maximum entertainment
for consumers and tech-savvy gamers,
LG-KC550 also features a motion controlled game called M-toy, which has a
gyroscope-like effect. By tilting or rotating the handset, the user can throw darts,
hook a fish, or navigate a maze.
“The LG-KC550 provides another
option in the mobile phone market for
consumers who want a professional
quality camera in their handset,” says
LG Electronics South Africa marketing
director Dr Michelle Potgieter. “Our
integration of professional quality digital
cameras into our handsets reinforces LG
as a leader in both technologies.”

The new LG-KC550 brings
professional quality photos into focus.

HGR is going ‘green’

Whether your company is in furniture, flooring, appliances or consumer electronics, if your product
is not eco-friendly it’s not going to impress the increasingly environmentally conscious consumer.
Join HGR in July as we showcase manufacturers’ ‘green’ offerings across the product spectrum and
examine the contributions made by specific companies to ensure a healthier planet.

Home Goods Retailer
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July 2009
Deadlines

Not participating in this feature raises the question – how ‘green’ is your company really?
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Product Showcase

New sanyo camera range

offers simultaneous video and photo functionality
Sanyo South Africa’s new line-up
of cameras for 2009 is specifically
designed to enhance active lifestyles.
The Dual Camera Xactis take both
photos and videos, thereby combining
the benefits of digital still cameras
and camcorders into one stylish and
compact unit.
Six cameras make up the range and
include new waterproof HD models
(VPC-WH1, VPC-CA9), compact HD
units (VPC-TH1, VPC-CG10) and full HD
60p cameras (VPC-FH1, VPC-HD2000).
Dual Camera Xactis are the only
cameras that feature a built-in
slideshow function, capable of viewing
photos and videos without having to
stop and switch modes – when viewing
on the camera or when watching from
the camera on the television. There
is also no need to switch modes to
take a photo while filming video or to
switch playback modes when viewing a
multimedia slideshow.
Ready to take high-resolution photos
and record high-definition videos
in both vertical and horizontal form
factors, the cameras come in a variety
of body styles and colours. Because
they are small and compact they are
ultra-portable and easy to hold for
active filming and shooting while on
the go.
The 2009 Dual Camera line-up
includes the same advanced dual capability with both traditional television
viewing and computer-use/viewing,
including instant sharing on the web.
Moreover, many are compatible with
several optional lenses.
Some of the 2009 models offer a
recording time of up to three hours
20 minutes (TH1, WH1), thanks to a
small but powerful Sanyo battery and
an engine designed to save energy.

Full HD models

Full HD models

The Full HD Dual Camera Xactis offer
1920 (horizontal) × 1080 (vertical) pixels
and 60 frames per second to record
crystal clear and smooth motion for
videos. Additionally, they feature a
special 16× advanced zoom function.
The new-style zoom gives a broader
view as it zooms in closer than previous
models, meaning more of the scene
makes it into the zoom than ever before.

VPC-HD2000

Compact HD models
To meet increasing global demand
for high-definition equipment, from
2009 Sanyo’s Dual Camera Xactis are
all designed to record high-definition
video in two primary types: 720p and
1080p. Sanyo’s compact HD models are
all compatible with 720p (1280 × 720)
and can record 30 frames per second.
The VPC-TH1 has a three-hour 20-minute
continuous recording time – all in HD.

VPC-FH1

Compact HD models

Waterproof standard HD models
The VPC-WH1 and VPC-CA9 have
earned the highest possible IEC 60529
waterproof rating – IPX8 – allowing
users to capture high-definition 1280
× 720 30fps footage without worrying
about the effects of water or snow. The
VPC-CA9 is operable down to a water
depth of up to 1.5m, while the VPC-WH1
is submersible down to three metres.
With SANYO’s advanced waterproofing technology, these cameras can be
used for marine sports such as surfing
or snorkelling, or for winter sports such
as skiing or snowboarding. The VPC-CA9
offers the enhanced functionality
of nine-megapixel still images – a
world-first for a waterproof HD dual
camera. Meanwhile, the VPC-WH1
features 30× optical zoom for superior
video-capturing.

VPC-WH1

VPC-CG10

VPC-TH1

Waterproof standard HD models

VPC-CA9
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Product Showcase

Garmin puts the world at your fingertips
The Garmin Oregon 300 handheld GPS
is perfect for outdoor, marine and fitness
enthusiasts, combining an intuitive touch
screen interface with rugged design and a
variety of preloaded mapping options.
According to Jason Theunissen, director
of sales and marketing at Garmin’s
Southern Africa distributor, Avnic Trading,
the Oregon 300’s screen is designed to be
sensitive enough to respond to the touch
of a user’s finger, yet resilient enough to
withstand the forces of nature.
Easy to master and simple to use,
the waterproof Oregon 300 features a
high-sensitivity GPS receiver, a three-inch
high-resolution colour screen and a builtin worldwide basemap that allows users to
tap or drag through menus and options.
Its digital elevation maps (DEM) show
shaded contours at higher zoom levels,
giving a more detailed picture of the
surrounding terrain displaying hills,
valleys, mountains and bodies of water.
“Garmin recognises the fact that its
users have many different interests, so
the Oregon lets them customise five

profiles — automotive, marine, recreation,
fitness or geocaching — making the most
beneficial features for each activity the
easiest to access through quick shortcuts,”
says Theunissen. “The Oregon 300 allows
for the wireless exchange of tracks,
waypoints and geocaches between other
Garmin Oregon and Colorado models.
Now users can send their favourite hiking
trail to a friend to enjoy or the location of
a cache to find by just touching ’send’ to
transfer the information.”
The Oregon 300 is equipped with a
barometric altimeter that tracks changes
in pressure to pinpoint precise altitude
and an electronic compass that provides
bearing information even while the user
is standing still. It is also compatible with
Garmin’s heart-rate monitors and speed/
cadence sensors for mountain bikers and
fitness fanatics.
“Geocaching is made easy with the
Oregon 300, which quickly downloads
online information for every cache, such
as location, terrain, difficulty, hints and
description,” explains Theunissen. “Users

The Garmin Oregon 300 is built to
withstand the elements.
no longer have to manually enter their
coordinates and paper print outs.”
Weighing only 190g, the Garmin
Oregon 300 will offer up to 16 hours of
life from two AA batteries. The addition of
a microSD card slot makes it possible to
load additional MapSource data such as
different maps and points of interest.

MBM launches luxury lifestyle outdoor collection
The light transparency of the Manhattan
Novo collection from German furniture
manufacturer MBM incorporates a sense
of weightlessness and grace to the
furniture that enhances the environment
in which it is used.
This, together with the stylish Sling
technique which uses high quality MBM
Tex that fits each frame like a glove,
places the range at the height of
sophistication. The clean lines and
elegant finish are maintained by
the unwoven fabric which reverts
to its original shape even when
under extreme pressure. The
comfortable MBM Tex
is also weather and
UV-resistant.
The armchair, part of
MBM’s Manhattan Novo
collection which
can be used indoors
or outdoors.
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MBM has used the specially developed
Cataphoresis process to ensure the best
level of endurance for the collection.
Cataphoresis is an environmentally
friendly chemical application that makes
use of the same process used in catalysis
conversions by the automotive industry
to prevent rust and weather damage.
The treatment gives the Manhattan
Novo collection the ultimate in weather
protection, making the furniture
durable, practical and perfectly suited to
coastal living where rust is such a huge
maintenance factor.
The Manhattan Novo collection
comprises a dining set (armchair, chair
and tables ranging from four, six and
eight seaters) and a side table and
lounger. The pieces are available in black,
white and green, and are so elegantly
styled that they can be used as indoor
and outdoor furniture. Each piece is
designed to stack into each other, making
storage a simple solution.
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Product Showcase

Toshiba expands Camileo camcorder family
Toshiba has added three new models –
the H20, P10 and S10 – to its Camileo
camcorder product range.
The complete high-definition (HD)
range caters for a wide variety of users,
from basic entry-level home productions
to professional HD video.
“All Camileo camcorders can now
record in true HD quality with 1080p
resolution,” says Toshiba Africa marketing
manager Reon Coetzee. “Because a large
number of households in South Africa
already have HD-ready TVs, users now
have another great source of high quality
HD content which they can edit and
customise as much as they want.”

Camileo H20
Weighing in at just 340g, the lightweight
and compact Camileo H20 fits easily into
the palm of the hand and its ergonomic
design ensures that all buttons are ideally
positioned for comfortable operation.
Captured footage can be quickly
and easily reviewed via the rotatable
three-inch TFT Display (16:9 format), or
alternatively on an external HD TV using
the integrated HDMI port.
The combination of 5x optical zoom
and 4x digital zoom (2 x at 1080p) means
even distant scenes can be captured in
crystal clarity, while the power saving
CMOS Sensor technology allows for up
to four hours of video recording time
between charges.

The Camileo H20 also features digital
still image (picture) capture capability
with a resolution of up to 3200 x 2400
pixels and an integrated photo flashlight
with red-eye-reduction mode to ensure
the best possible results.

Camileo P10
Intuitive and easy-to-use, the Camileo
P10 is a perfect take-anywhere gadget for
teenagers and students.
Videos are recorded in HD resolution
and users can also take still shots with
a resolution of up to five megapixels.
Capturing great images – even in dark
rooms – is no problem, thanks to the
built-in photo flashlight featuring red-eye
reduction.

With its compact and stylish design the
Camileo H20 is the ideal video device for any
activity, from outdoor pursuits to a night out
with friends.

Camileo S10
With its stylish design and glossy midnight
blue finish, the Camileo S10 is ideally
suited to the style conscious individual
looking for a high quality, lightweight
video capturing device.
The Camileo S10 is 18mm thick, 57mm
wide and 100mm high and weighs only
120g, so it fits easily into any pocket and is
available for quick recording anytime and
anywhere.
Recorded, edited videos on all three
models are easily and instantly uploaded
to a YouTube account with just a click. The
Toshiba Camileo H20, P10 and S10 will be
available from Mustek at the end of Q2.

The Camileo P10 fits easily in a pocket so
teens can always have it with them, making
sure they don’t miss any great moments.

The Camileo S10 is one of the slimmest and
most light-weight HD camcorders available.

Bennet‑read vacuum cleaner provides relief
to allergy sufferers

The Bennett-read Hydro vacuum cleaner
The Bennett-read Hydro vacuum cleaner
from Tevo not only tackles every day grit
and grime, but whisks away pollutants
and allergens that cause blocked sinuses,
hay fever and asthma.

The key is the advanced four-stage
water filtration system, which captures dirt
and dust in water in the Hydro’s massive
dirt collection tank. Conventional vacuum
cleaners use dry filter bags which not only
clog up and reduce suction, but return
dust and allergens back into the air when
they are emptied. The Bennett-read Hydro
traps even the finest particles which leave
the home for good when the water is
tipped down the drain.
This versatile appliance has both wet
and dry vacuuming functions. The power
head is used for regular dry carpet vacuuming or to tackle tiled and hard floors.
The user simply sprays on detergent, vacu-

ums up the dirt and squeegees dry. The
Hydro also slurps up leaks and spills that
can ruin carpets and upholstery, unblocks
drains and removes pet dirt and smells.
The Hydro’s deep cleaning function
removes embedded dirt, stains and grime,
vacuuming it up in one sweep to leave
carpets, fabrics and upholstery clean
and rejuvenated.
Manufactured to stringent European
standards with an adjustable motor speed
control and rugged design for efficiency
and durability, the Bennett-read Hydro
comes with a full range of accessories,
including deep cleaning detergent and a
three-year guarantee.
Home Goods Retailer – April 2009
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Product Showcase

Annex brightens up LCD market
with latest ViewSonic solution

The ViewSonic
19-inch multimedia LCD screen.
The latest viewing solution to emerge
from the Annex Distribution ViewSonic
product line, the 19-inch VA1928wm
multimedia LCD, is targeted at a
broad range of end-users that invest
in LCD technology for the workplace
and entertainment.

It combines advanced screen
technology in the form of a
10,000:1 Dynamic Contrast
ratio and fast 5ms ClearMotiv
video response for blur-free fast
action video.
“The result is rich clarity on
a widescreen complemented
by quality performance features such
as integrated stereo speakers, highdefinition graphics and broadcast quality
video,” explains Annex Distribution
director Bill Gradwell.
Among the ViewSonic’s other
noteworthy features is sRGB Colour
Management, which ensures colour
accuracy from screen to print when used
in conjunction with other sRGB-compliant
peripherals, and 16:10 widescreen format
that enhances the natural field of vision.
The solution also incorporates OptiSync
digital/analog inputs that support digital

Subscription Form

(DVI) and analog (VGA) signals and
provide versatility in connectivity.
“We believe this solution represents
the features and quality of a multimedia
product that offers true value for money,”
says Gradwell. “The fact that it is versatile
and has aesthetic appeal within any
environment adds to its value proposition.
“Consumers have adopted a far more
selective approach to the investment in
digital lifestyle technology and global
vendors are very much aware of this
trend,” he continues.
“The worldwide economic slowdown
and the common need to secure value
and return in investment is something all
consumers are mindful of. Internationally,
technology vendors are meeting the
demand for a combination of features,
price consideration and solutions that
are straightforward and offer quality
end results.”
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Technology Focus

Deciphering the high-definition

TV alphabet soup
With Multichoice making a great deal of noise about its
recent launch of an HDTV channel and rumours abounding
that by 2010 the country’s national broadcaster will be
capable of providing its viewers with HDTV coverage of
the soccer world cup, more consumers are considering the
purchase of a television that’s capable of making use of the
new, higher quality entertainment standard.
Darryl Squara, LG and Samsung product
manager at Tarsus Technologies, believes
that there is still some confusion in this
market because of a complete change
in terminology when high‑definition
televisions became available.
“Nobody has done a good job of
educating the market about the changes,”
he says.
Instead of opting for the mainstay
of quoting a horizontal and vertical
pixel resolution as an indication of
picture quality, Squara explains that
manufacturers chose to quote the
number of vertical pixels as a measure of
‘definition’.
“Complicating matters even further,”
he continues, “they also decided to tack
an ‘i’ or a ‘p’ onto the end of this new
naming methodology, indicating whether
the display delivers an interlaced or
progressive (non‑interlaced) scan picture,
respectively. Combine these two new
terms and it’s not surprising that the
market is confused.”
While terms like 720p, 1080i and 1080p
are confusing to the average television
buyer, Squara says the new terminology
can be easily explained. Starting with
resolution, he explains that the 720 part
in a 720p set’s specifications indicates
that the vertical pixel count of the display
is 720.
“So a television set with a resolution of
1280 pixels wide and 720 pixels high, has
an HD resolution of 720 pixels. The same
rule applies to a display with a resolution
that is 1920 pixels wide and 1080 pixels

high. As the vertical resolution suggests,
this display would have a HD resolution
of 1080.”
For interlaced and progressive scan sets,
there’s a simple rule too. “When interlacing
sets refresh the picture displayed
on‑screen, they do so by refreshing all of
the odd lines of pixels (lines one, three,
five, seven, nine, all the way to 719) on

”Consumers will be best
served by a set that’s capable
of weathering revisions in
technology and improvements
in broadcast quality”
one pass, and then all of the even lines of
pixels (lines two, four, six, eight, ten, all the
way to 720) on the following pass.
“It therefore takes two passes to refresh
an entire picture,” he says. “Progressive
scan sets, on the other hand, refresh every
single line of pixels with every pass and
thus deliver a much faster picture – one
that’s more suited to sport and other
fast‑moving action.
“Once one grasps this naming
convention, it becomes relatively second
nature to decipher that a 1080i television
set is capable of displaying 1080 lines of
pixels, but will only refresh every alternate
line of pixels since it’s interlaced.
“It’s important to note that this new
naming convention isn’t always used,” says
Squara. “Some television manufacturers
prefer to use the terms ‘HD‑Ready’ or

Darryl Squara – explaining confusing
terminology.
‘Full‑HD’.” Thankfully these two terms are
easy to decipher.
“Quite simply, Full‑HD always denotes
that a set is capable of a vertical pixel
resolution of 1080. While HD‑Ready could
mean the same, it generally denotes that
a set supports a minimum vertical pixel
resolution of 720.
“So while an HD‑Ready television might
be capable of displaying in excess of
720 vertical lines of pixels, one can only
count on it being capable of this feat and
nothing more. Since manufacturers never
undersell their products, nine times out of
ten, HD‑Ready means 720p resolution.”
Although the current Multichoice HD
signal is broadcast in 720p, Squara says
that his honest recommendation is for
consumers to look at purchasing a Full‑HD
television rather than one that’s just
HD‑Ready.
“The only sure thing in the technology
market is change and progress,” he says,
“and since televisions tend to be devices
purchased for the long term, consumers
will be best served by a set that’s capable
of weathering revisions in technology
and more importantly, improvements in
broadcast quality.
“I wouldn’t go much above a 1080p
display, however – a Full‑HD set should
be more than capable of servicing a
household for the coming decade and
in some cases, longer. I would far rather
recommend consumers spend the extra
money on a larger set from a reputable
brand name. This is a new market and one
can never be too careful.”
Home Goods Retailer – April 2009
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Gallery

Sanyo
Sanyo launched its new line-up of cameras for 2009 to the media at a stylish
breakfast hosted by cricketing hero Fanie de Villiers, who kept the audience
highly amused with his light-hearted anecdotes about when he was a member of the
South African cricket team.
The six cameras in the new Sanyo range had the audience captivated as well, and they were
eager to try them out. Read more about the Xacti range on page 25.
Fanie de Villiers, MC at the
Sanyo product launch.

30

Mr Shioga (Sanyo international), Tony Da Foneseca (Sanyo) and
Noriaki Myiata (Sanyo MD).

Sanyo general manager
Domingos Nunes.

The Sanyo team: (from left) Noriaki Myiata, Elaine Katz,
Taryn Schoeman, Tony Da Foneseca and Douglas Bullock.

Sanyo’s Chantelle Stoffberg (left) and Noriaki Myiata (right) with
HGR’s Aurette Bowes (second from left) and Frances Venter.
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Dylan Andalaft of Sanyo
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Diary

Interzum 2009 – top venue for furniture professionals
Demographic shifts and a wider range of personal circumstances,
new working and economic patterns combine to generate deep
changes in social structures and have an effect on the home. In
response, furniture designers and manufacturers are looking for
new answers that employ innovative materials and technologies.
Visitors to interzum 2009 will be able to inspect and evaluate
many different solutions.
What wood varieties are currently in vogue? What are the
latest ideas in seating? What type of functions do manufacturers install in the latest generation of kitchen, living room and
bedroom cupboards? Furniture professionals seeking answers to
these questions and more should head for interzum 2009, trade
fair for supplies, materials and components for the furniture and
building interior completion industries, taking place in Cologne
from 13-16 May.
On the occasion of its 50-year jubilee, interzum promises to
reveal many new products and innovative materials, setting the
direction for the next generation of furniture manufacture. With
a special exhibition of home furnishing worlds on the Boulevard,
interzum will again be the sector event where worldwide innovations are shown for the first time and future trends in the
furniture industry and interior design sectors are presented.

Many new and sophisticated products will be showcased at interzum
2009, by exhibitors from all over the world.

Hardware industry gears up for Hardex 2009
Hardex, South Africa’s international hardware and allied products
exhibition, has been the meeting place for the local sector
since 1987, and has a proven track record of bringing top-class
exhibitors together with high-level decision makers.
Hardex 2009 will be held at the Nasrec Expo Centre in
Johannesburg and has been scheduled for 2-4 August, the
commencement of the summer retail season for the hardware
sector. This will prove valuable for exhibitors, as it is when
clients are sourcing the latest hardware products, multipurpose
tools and products, creative ideas and services, and inventive
equipment.
A long standing exhibitor at Hardex is Ruwag, which provides
a comprehensive range of power tool accessories to the
market. General manager Michael Fellendorf says it is especially
important to be at 2009 Hardex, given this economic climate. “It
is important for us to be at Hardex to show our customers that
we are confident in our products and our company, regardless of
economic conditions.”
This is not the only reason Fellendorf will be at this year’s

Hardex, however. “We have been at Hardex since 2003. It is a
valuable platform that brings a captive audience to you, instead
of your representatives having to find them.”
Research conducted by Green Exhibitions Services for Hardex
2007 shows that the show’s visitors represent the whole country
and international visitors. These visitors represent independent
hardware retailers, industrial suppliers, mass merchants, paint and
garden and outdoor retailers, amongst others. Of these visitors,
the majority (over 60 per cent) can make a purchasing decision.
With a new world-class venue and timing, Hardex 2009
is looking very positive and already exhibitor space is set to
increase from the last show. Hardex 2009 will continue to
highlight and display hardware products and services, from
plumbing and bathroom accessories, abrasives and power
tools to shop fittings, sanitary ware, delivery vehicles, building
products and pet accessories.
For further information, please contact Sandra Galbraith,
exhibition manager at Specialised Exhibitions on 011 835 1565 or
e-mail sandrag@exhibitafrica.co.za.
Home Goods Retailer – April 2009
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Publisher's Comment

Business is what you make it
“Business is still largely what you make it. By (constantly) reiterating that business is
bad, managers hypnotise themselves into a state of helpless apathy.”
The above are not my words, but the words of one of the most successful retailers
of the 20th Century, Mr Harry Gordon Selfridge, founder and owner of one of the
greatest retail emporiums in the world, Selfridges of Oxford Street, London.
And Harry Gordon Selfridge was not mouthing empty words and simply
theorising. He, along with just about everybody else involved in business back in
1929, and with the economies of the world reeling from the effects of the Wall Street
meltdown – the Great Depression was a fact of life – refused to be beaten.
While retailers across the globe panicked and hunkered down in their bunkers,
Selfridge called a meeting with a cross section of his key suppliers and invited them
to partner him in a joint plan of action to beat the depression. Trust me and you
wont be sorry was the thrust of his invitation. They – retailer and supplier – each had
a role to play and together they triumphed. Less than a year later Selfridges reported
record pre-tax profits.
All sales records in all his 59 departments were broken. Selfridge put it down to
new methods (innovative) of selling, new distribution channels and new attitudes
to advertising and marketing. At the same time his competitors were wringing their
hands and bleating about the impossibility of doing business.
The above account is not apocryphal but was recorded by Business Magazine in
June 1930 in the depths of the Depression.
A lesson for us here? Undoubtedly! It is too easy (if understandable), for retailers
and suppliers to become defeatist and wait for the storm to pass. If Selfridge
could do it in those darkest of economic days, we can here. Retailers and suppliers
are in this together. Then why not get together and jointly formulate aggressive
and innovative plans to stimulate the market and entice it to buy? It must be an
improvement on doing nothing!.

The FTA in crisis
The FTA is facing the gravest crisis of its existence. Since its inception way back in the
Sixties, the FTA has occupied a central place in our furniture retailing environment.
At one time over 80% of all furniture retailers were members of the FTA. And for
good reason. The FTA was the body that stood between the Government and
the industry, the body that facilitated contact between industry and the relevant
Government departments. It was the body that interpreted and guided retailers
through the maze of restrictive legislation that affected them, and indeed very often
interposed itself between the Government’s hatchet men who were thirsting for
intervention of the crudest kind in the industry’s affairs. Members were bound by a
Code of Ethics which gave consumers the confidence to buy from them. At one time
this publication’s predecessor had 2200 FTA members on its circulation data base.
Today membership has shrunk to a paltry 98. Even the National Council of the FTA
which enjoyed representation from the CEOs of most of the large retailers and chains
has changed its composition. Is this what the furniture industry wants? Does it
believe that FTA no longer has a role to play? The Consumer Protection Bill may just
disabuse that notion as it requires industry representative bodies. If the FTA is to be
that body then the retailers of this country must do all in their power to strengthen
it and to speak with one authoritative voice. And to do that, it must help stem the
haemorrhaging of membership and to actively rebuild it again.
Ian Hughes
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Harmony DRS

Regal BRS

Telephone: (012) 333-3162/3/4, Fax: (012) 333-6453, 32 Eland Str, Koedoespoort, Pretoria, 0186
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Choose a mattress to suit
your specifi c needs

Climate Control™ grid
for perfect ventilation

Orthopedic support through
laminated Feelo Foam Cores

Flexizone Pocket Spring™
for maximum comfort

Maxi Koil Spring System™
for the ultimate support

We don’t say we make the best mattress,
our customers do ™
Contour Bedding Pty (Ltd)
Tel: +27 11 342 1190/91 • Fax: +27 11 945 4026 • e-mail: info@conbed.com
399–406 Jesmond Avenue, Nanceﬁeld Industrial Sites, Johannesburg, 2135, Gauteng
C O N T O U R
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